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State may pay rural teachers' student loans
Bill Radde
WINONAN

Minnesota is introducing a
new program that would offer
incentives for Winona State
University graduates to teach in
rural areas.
The Minnesota House K-12
Education Policy Committee
approved a bill this week which
would create a loan forgiveness
program for newly licensed
teachers in select subject areas
who agree to teach in some of
the state's smallest school dis'tricts.
"There is an impending
teacher shortage that will affect
all Minnesota schools, but it'll
be especially hard on small rural

school
diswhichever
tricts,"
said
was less. It
"The program is a
Rep. Michelle
would apply to
great opportunity
Rifenberg
500 eligible
to help lessen the
who authored
rural teachers
burden of
the legislation.
whose subject
"They need a
graduate's student
areas include
competitive
agricultural
loans."
edge to hire
education,
new teachers
math, science,
Dean of Education
who otherwise
technology,
Carol Anderson
might go to
world lanschools in the
guages and
Twin Cities or in regional cen- special education, and it would
ters."
be limited to school districts
Rifenberg's $1 million Rural that serve 100 or fewer pupils
Teacher Loan Forgiveness per grade.
Program would offer loan
"The program is a great
repayment amounts of $2,000 or opportunity to help lessen the
20 percent of the outstanding burden of graduate's student
balance of a qualified loan, loans," said Dean of Education

Carol Anderson.
The majority of teaching
positions in Minnesota are in
urban areas, and it is difficult for
the rural areas to attract teachers. In most areas the rural
school districts cannot offer the
same competitive salaries, benefits and resources as the urban
school districts.
Many education students
receive their first field experience within the Winona area.
"At WSU, many graduates
favor to seek jobs in these
regions," said Anderson.
Education graduates from
WSU are placed all over the
country, but the majority are
placed in the rural areas of
Minnesota, Wisconsin and

Groups raise child
abuse awareness
Missy Teff
WINONAN

Several Winona organizations are sponsoring activities as
part of Child Abuse Prevention
Month.
The Women's Resource
Center is sponsoring the play
"Touch," an educational and
interactive play designed for
children from the Illusion
Theater of Minneapolis.
"The aim is to teach children
how they can protect themselves and also help others if in
trouble," said Kou Vang, children program coordinator at the
Women's Resource Center.
Included in the play is a
question-and-answer session to
involve the children.
Cast
members
began
rehearsals in March and were
given materials on child abuse
prevention and education.
"They were all prepared in
case any questions were directed toward them," said Vang.
About 50 people attended the
fast public performance Wednesday
at the Winona Arts Center.
"I was surprised that almost
half the audience were university school students," said Vang.
"Reactions were all positive; the
kids were very receptive and
really got involved."
Two additional performances
are scheduled for St. Charles,
Minn., and Lewiston, Minn.,
schools. The Women's Resource
Center usually receives eight to
10 requests from schools to

Illinois.
Junior Tammy Poechman
said she would probably not
teach in the rural school districts.
"I am from the Twin Cities,
and would prefer to teach in
similar school districts," she
said: "I believe where you want
to teach reflects where you grew
up and where you were taught."
Students from the smaller
'districts are more likely to end
up teaching there after graduation.
"I would feel safer in a
smaller school district," said
sophomore Briana Goedel. "I
was taught in one, and I would
like to someday teach in a rural
district."

Anderson said the legislature
is very aware of and concerned
about the teacher shortage in the
rural districts.
"It's a modest bill in a non-,
budget year to begin addressing"
a very serious problem," said
Rifenberg. "It's tough for many•'
rural schools to hire the staff
they need when the teacher
being actively recruited and
sometimes paid bonuses td"
teach in the Twin Cities."
The
Minnesota
Rural
Education Committee endorsed
Rifenberg's bill. The bill now
waits on the floor of the House
of Representatives.
"It is expected to be passed
very soon," said Rifenberg.

AMA to present at
national convention
14

15

have the play performed for
their students. However, many
schools turned down the opportunity this year.
"The two most popular
excuses were they already have
something planned, or they didn't have it in their budget," said
21
22
Vang. "The schools might be
Iwo
afraid of something controversial."
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To further raise awareness,
28
Vang is sending letters dis29
cussing child and sexual abuse
prevention to the editors of the
Winona Daily News and the
Winona Post each week.
Volunteers from the
Women's Resource Center will
be bagging groceries this month
at a local grocery store. As they
Jenny Butler/WINONAN
work, they will put flyers about
April
is
National
Child
Abuse
Prevention
Month. Blue ribchild abuse prevention into the
bons,
available
through
the
Winona
County
Child Abuse
bags.
and
Neglect
Council,
are
the
national
symbol
of child
Blue ribbons, which repreabuse
prevention.
sent child abuse awareness, are
available from the Winona
County Child Abuse and
Neglect Council. Blue ribbon
stickers are also available from
the Women's Resource Center.
Child Abuse Prevention
Month is a national event that
brings attention to and educates
others about abuse. In 1997
more than 3 million cases of
child abuse were reported to
child protective services agencies in the United States,
according to the Prevent Child
Abuse America homepage.

Good

Earth Day

Julie Hawker
WINONAN

Winona State University's
American Marketing
Association will celebrate its
accomplishments at the 22nd
Annual International Collegiate
Conference in New Orleans,
La., Thursday to Saturday.
WSU's AMA chapter, a professional business organization
of all types of business students,
is growing in membership.
"Membership is growing at
an incredible rate, and there is
much more dedication and
excitement from our group's
members," said junior Laura
Kremer, president of WSU's
AMA.
At this year's national conference for all AMA chapters in
the United States, WSU's chapter applied to present 45-minute
leadership sessions to discuss
and share ideas related to all
facets of chapter management.
The sessions provide an opportunity for successful chapters to
share their ideas and for others
to learn from their experience.
WSU has been asked to present two sessions. Juniors Tanya
Sue Anderson and Kremer, both
marketing students, will present
a chapter management session.
Senior Russell Neis and junior
Kelley Walker, also marketing
students, will present a communications session.
These students will also participate in the conference's trade
show, where each chapter can

be creative and show •off their
accomplishments with displays.
Other activities include
career sessions with speakers
from across the United States
who will share their experience
in the marketing profession with
the collegiate attendees. The
keynote speaker of the conference is Michael Grozier, general
manager of the House of Blues
in New Orleans.
The conference concludes
with a Chapter Awards Banquet,
recognizing the accomplishments and efforts of AMA collegiate chapters.
"I hope that our chapter is
recognized for the improvements we have made over the
past year," said Kremer.
WSU's AMA chapter offers
students real-life experiences in
business, opportunities to learn
from professionals and a chance
to gain material to present to
future employers.
Marketing plans, research
and data presentation were prepared for Wabasha County Bank
over the course • of seven
months. The group is currently
preparing advertisements and
promotional quarterly mailers
for Fastenal, another local business.
"Anyone with these kinds of
interests (in business) can join
the organization; we are a professional organization with a
laid-back atmosphere," said
Neis, AMA executive board
member.

Asian American club researches discrimination
Raegan Isham
WINONAN

•
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Six members of Winona
State University's AsianAmerican club spent a week of
their spring break in San
Francisco, Calif., researching
discrimination and racism.
The club's objective for the
research project was to find out
how a diverse city, such as San
Francisco, deals with issues of
discrimination and racism and
compare the results with how it
is handled in Winona.
"Overall my thought on that
city (San Francisco) was that it
was the most accepting city I've
ever been in," said Vanna
Leutbounshu, Asian-American
club president.
Leutbounshu said she and
members of the club have dealt
with issues of discrimination

and racism at WSU and within
the Winona community during
their college years.
"I-think in Winona it is definitely more apparent that people
are not accepting of different
cultures," she said.
Leutbounshu said people
tend to stay in their comfort
zones and don't realize the need
for communication between the
different cultures. She has
recently attended dinners hosted
by cultural groups and said the
attendance has been higher and
more diverse, so she thinks people in Winona are beginning to
open their eyes to different cultures.
The San Francisco group had
contacts at the YMCA in
Chinatown and spent the majority of their time interviewing
people there. They also interviewed local people on the

streets of San Francisco.
"Everywhere we went there
tvas at least one person speaking
in a different language," said
Leutbounshu.
The club members interviewed approximately 40 people, and Leutbounshu said her
conversations lasted an average
of 30 minutes. They interviewed
people of all ethnicities and had
a set of questions for Americanborn Caucasians and a set for
immigrants.
The club will present the
information they gathered on
Asian American Awareness
Day, April 29 at 6 p.m. in the
East Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons.
The immigrant survey asked
questions about expectations of
the United States, differences
between the U.S. and their
homeland, discrimination expe-

rienced, services available and
benefits of being in the U.S.
Amy Szotkowski, vice-president of the Asian-American
club, was the only Caucasian to
go on the trip and spent her time
in San Francisco interviewing
Caucasian Americans. Her
questions dealt with the feelings
Caucasian Americans have
about immigrants living in the
same city as them.
Szotkowski said although the
group received a lot of negativity about the idea of the trip, they
did get a lot of good information
for both the school and the community about becoming more
accepting of different cultures
and races.
Leutbounshu and Szotkowski
said San Francisco is accepting
of diverse cultures because of
the diversity in the schools and
the number of services and

organizations available to the
people there.
Although this was the club's
first research project in San
Francisco, Leutbounshu hopes it
will become an annual event.
"It was an incredible learning
experience," said Leutbounshu.
"Really I received more than
what I bargained for."
Leutbounshu said she wasn't
expecting to see so many people
from different ethnic backgrounds get along so well.
The club held a corn dog sale
and a bake sale during the
school year to raise money for
the trip and also received funding from student senate and the
Cultural Diversity department.
The purpose of the AsianAmerican club is to create a
fundamental awareness of their
culture among the members of
the university and the Winona

community and to present views
on issues related to the community.
Tickets for Asian-American
Awareness Day are available in
the lower hyphen of Kryzsko
Commons and the Cultural
Diversity office today, tomorrow and April 19 and 20 or by
phone at 452-2965. Students
and' adult tickets are $10 and
children under 12 are $8.

"It was an
incredible learning
experience. Really I
received more than
what I bargained
for."
Vanna Leutbounshu,
Asian-American club
president

.
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Upcoming events
Blood Drive today, Thursday

Winona State University Student Senate will be hosting a blood drive for the American Red Cross. Donation
times are from noon to 6 p.m. today and 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. tomorrow. To make an appointment or to volunteer,
go to the student senate office or call 457-5316.

versally accepted and regularly used technique is rnedita.Lion. In as little as five to 10 minutesaday, you can train
your mind to be still and quiet. This stillness can be incorporated into your daily life, making you less reactive and
irritable and giving you greater perspective to see things
as small stuff rather than as emergencies. Meditation
teaches you to be calm by giving you the experience of
absolute relaxation. R teaches you to be at peace.

:$12 Brady
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Nursing guest speaker Thursday

The Winona State University nursing department will
host Dr. Philip Kalisch to present "Celebrating Nursing's
Past and Future at the Millennium" from 12:30 to 3:30
p.m. Thursday in the Performing Arts Center Recital
Hall. It is free to the public, and three continuing education credits will be offered for nurses who attend.
National Youth Service Day Saturday

Winona County Red Cross YouthCorps and
AmeriCorps, along with Winona State's recreation
department, are hosting National Youth Service Day
starting at 1 p.m. Saturday at Prairie Island's Kiwanis
Pavilion.
The rally, celebrating the service of youths aged 12
to 25, includes a piece from this year's Dancescape,
clean-up of Prairie Island, a cookout, volleyball and a
live band. Jessica Hughes, a University of Minnesota
consultant and attorney, will speak about modern diversity. For more information, call Pilar Rick at the Red
Cross at 452-4258.
March for Parks Saturday

WSU's Environmental club is hosting its 10th annual
March for Parks Saturday. Sign-up is a half hour before
the walk begins at 1 p.m. at Lake Park Lodge. Funds
will benefit P,rpat River Rluffs and Whitewater State
parks. Prizes will be given for highest pledges. For
more information, call Leila at 453-1902.
Restorative justice workshop April 19

Winona State Restorative Justice Association and
WSU criminal justice department are sponsoring an
opportunity for students and practitioners to join in a
day-long discussion of restorative justice concepts and
practices. Speakers are from police departments, AMICIS and the community empowerment program.
The workshop is from 8:15 a.m. to 4 p.m. April 19,
and admission is free. For more information, call Helen
at 457-5699.

WSU students compete nationally
Amanda Leonhardt
WINONAN

The Winona State University
Forensics team traveled to
Lincoln, Neb., for the American
Forensics Association's
National Individual Events tournament last week. Sophomores
Krista Lindemann and Meredith
Martin competed in events they
had qualified throughout the
year.
The tournament lasted from
March 31 to April 3. WSU
Director of Forensics Susan
Collie said 102 teams and about
750 individuals competed.
Martin said most tournaments
have only about 100 to 200
competitors.
Students qualify for the tournament after receiving enough
"legs" throughout the competitive year. A "leg" is a first
through sixth place award, each
being worth a certain number of
points. Individuals who earned
enough points qualified for the
AFA National tournament.
Lindemann qualified her
poetry interpretation program
after a tournament in early

March.
"I'm glad that I got to go,"
said Lindemann. "This year, I
really grew as a competitor."
Lindemann was also voted to
the Pi Kappa Delta Student
Advisory Council this year. Pi
Kappa Delta is a national forensics organization, and as a member Lindemann will try to find
ways to better the Province of
the Northern Lights, which
includes Minnesota, Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota.
Martin took two events to the
National tournament:
Communication Analysis and
Extemporaneous Speaking. She
qualified after the AFA District
IV Qualifying Tournament held
March 10 and 11 at the
University of Wisconsin - Eau
Claire.
"This was only my first
national experience. That is why
I am glad to have had the chance
to compete," said Martin. "I
hope that the things I learned
this year will help me next
year."
Collie said she was happy
with the tournament.
"We didn't get a break this

year, which was unfortunate,
but just the fact that they were
able to go is a major accomplishment," she said.
Although
neither
one
"broke" to the final rounds of
competition, in which the top
six in every category compete,
both competitors were happy
with their results.
"I did extremely well for my
first year in CA. I had only
brought it to a few tournaments
and it was a completely new rewrite," said Martin.
Lindemann said, "I feel that,
personally, I gave some of my
best performances."
Martin said the tournament
was much more intense than she
expected.
"It was long. I knew how
long we were going to be there,
but I didn't know how tired you
could get from all of that competition," she said. "People who
aren't in forensics have no idea:
A football game lasts two or
three hours; we left Winona at 2
p.m. Thursday and didn't get
back until after 5 p.m. on the
following Tuesday. We competed constantly all weekend and

Monday."
Lindemann said they went
into the tournament knowing
the competition was going to be
intense.
"It was about what I expected," she said. "It was more challenging than the other tournaments because there are people
from all over the country who
had different styles of interpreting."
Collie said she hopes she can
bring more competitors to the
National tournament next year.
"It was a building year, and
many of our first-year students
found themselves busy," she
said. "I'll see if we can't get
more people there next year."
Overall, the team was happy
with what they called "a great
learning experience."
Collie was voted Chair of the
AFA District IV committee this
year. She also received the
American Forensic Association
National Individual Events
Tournament Distinguished
Service Award, along with her
husband, Steve Collie, the
forensics coach at UW - Eau
Claire.

Benefit concert May 7

Grace Place will be holding a "Savin' Grace" benefit
concert May 7 at the Black Horse Bar and Restaurant.
The concert will feature local musicians and bands, as
well as a children's sing-a-long, door prizes, games and
a pot-luck supper. A $10 donation is requested at the
door, $20 for families. All funds raised will go toward
roof restoration and exterior restoration of the Queen
Anne Victorian Home.

Announcements
Art history offered as new minor

How to help abused or neglected children
"It is important to accept what a child tells you
despite how hard it may be to accept ...
Victims often believe they are responsible for
the abuse and may be hesitant to discuss the
details ... It is essential that you remain open
and listen calmly when a youngster is discussing what has happened ... Give the child
your full attention and remain understanding."

nowledge is what you have I
r if you cart relate to it and wid r
y

logics and your owl experience
tips arm prod i ed each
Assistant Center In rol
Do you have a news tip for the Winonan?
Call Jen at 457-2425

source: Children's National Medical Center Web site
See National Child Abuse Prevention Month story, Page 1

Winona State University's art department will offer a
minor in the history of art beginning next semester. It is
a 24-credit minor with no studio classes required. The
complete program information will be in the next catalog. For more information, contact Dominic Ricciotti at
457-5394 or by campus e-mail at dricciotti.
Virtual job fair available

Winona State University students can participate in
Minnesota's first virtual college job fair. The Internetbased job fair will run through Monday and involves
state universities, the University of Minnesota and private colleges.
Students can search for jobs or internships, forward
resumes and contact employers for free by going to
www.crimson-solutions.com/vcf/ and clicking "MN Just
in Time" and "Submit." User IDs are e-mail addresses
and the password is "recruit." For more information, call
Career Services at 457-5340.

ED WARDS MINI-STORAGE
Present This Coupon to Receive:

$5.00 OFF PER MONTH
on any size storage unit.

JSIEXICAN RESTAURANT

(subject to availability)

1415 Service Dr., Winona, MN (507) 452-8202

CALL: (608) 785-1770

r
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Bug Ang Entree for Regular
Menu Price, Get the Second

Tau Kappa Elipson Fraternity's second annual teddy
bear drive runs through April 23. Teddy bears and
stuffed animals can be dropped off in barrels at County
Market, Midtown Foods, Econo Foods and the WSU
Smaug. All donations will be given to the Winona Police
Department for distribution to children involved in
domestic abuse cases or other traumas.
Grace Place needs volunteers

Grace Place Market Square, a thrift store providing
income for Grace Place, needs volunteers to work
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. Grace Place provides a family-like environment
for unwed mothers, pregnant teens and high risk youth.
For more information or to volunteer, call 452-2283
or 454-1915.
Mental illness group

Bridges is an ongoing, focused support group for
people recovering from mental illness. The group meets
from 7 to 9 a.m. Monday at the Winona Senior Craft
Room, 251 Main St. The free class meets every first
and third Mondays. It is sponsored by NAMI - Winona
and Community Education's Project COMPASS.
For more information, call 454-9450 or facilitators
Maxine Pease at 454-0429 or John Lewis at 454-4652.

The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and
announcements turned in by Friday noon. Editors
reserve the right to edit for space and content as they
see fit.
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(of equal or lesser value)

HALF PRICE!!!
'Expires 60 days from 4/5/00

Teddy bear drive

Offer expores June 30, 2000

Dr_ Peter J_ el-kr e

for WSU students only

New Patients Welcourt.e.!
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winona weather
Partly sunny with a slight
chance of showers in the
afternoon. Highs near 50
and lows in the mid 30s.
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extended outlook
Mainly dry and cloudy throughout the week.
A chance of rain on Friday and Saturday.
Highs in the upper 50s and lows near 40.
source: national weather service

Madison fees upheld
Bill Radde
WINONAN

The United States Supreme
Court unanimously decided
Wednesday to maintain the
University of WisconsinMadison's mandatory student
fees system after hearing the
case University of Wisconsin
System Board of Regents v.
Southworth last November.
However, the Supreme Court
did not uphold the use of a student referendum system to allocate funds to certain student
groups. This element of the case
was remanded to district court
for further proceedings.
The decision is based on the
original case .filed by former
UW law students Scott
Southworth, Amy Schoepke and

Keith Bannach against the UW
April 2, 1996, with the U.S.
District Court for the Western
District of Wisconsin. ,
The plaintiffs disputed UW's
mandatory segregated fee system, claiming it violated their
First Amendment rights of free
speech by obligating them to
financially support organizations that did not coincide with
their personal political and ideological beliefs.
Ryan Kulikowski, state chair
of Minnesota State Universities
Student Association, commends
the Court for upholding the fee.
"College is a place to expand
the mind," he said. "If political
and ideological groups weren't
funded, students Would have
fewer opportunities to , gain
See Madison, Page 4
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Students bring their culture to WSU
International workshops teach education students about art, religion, traditions
Kelly Bitter
WINONAN

Winona State University
education students had an
opportunity to learn about other
cultures Thursday at the "We
are the World" project sponsored by the Cross Cultural
Outreach Program,
International Services Office
and education department.
Seventy-five international
students from more than 26
countries participated in the
day-long even held in Kryzsko
Commons.
"Today we are going to be
able to travel to different parts
of the world without leaving
Winona," said Rachael Njoroge
of Kenya in her welcoming
speech.
Njoroge said said many people, and not only Americans, are
ignorant about geography.
"When one person from my
country is going to Chicago and
another is going to L.A., we
expect to see each other. Then
wen we come here, we realize
that the -U.S. is really big," she
said.
Students rotated throughout
the day between various sessions held by groups of international students. Topics
addressed included adjusting to
life in the United States, individualistic vs. group-centered
cultures, the impact of religion
in the classroom, holidays and
major celebrations, art and cultural activities, relationships and
the role of women in other cultures.
During the sessions students
listened to presenters talk about
their countries and participated
in group activities.
At the art and culture activities session, students were
shown martial arts and origami
and had a chance to write their

Brian Hanson/wiNoNAN

International students perform the "Lion Dance" during Thursday's "We are the
World" presentations in the East Cafeteria at Kryzsko Commons. The dance is traditionally performed to scare off evil spirits.

names in calligraphy. They
learned how a person's mood
affects the calligraphy brush
strokes, so their writing expresses emotional changes.
Naohide Arakki of Japan said
the program was beneficial to
students because it was an
"opportunity to meet new people from different cultures and
develop friendships."
Joanna Kwa of Malaysia,
who presented in the art and culture section, agreed.
"We get to interact with people, and we have a chance to
expose them to our culture," she
said.
Ingrid Hu from Taiwan also
enjoyed educating American
students about her culture. She
and her group spent about 10
hours putting together a skit
which portrayed life in Taiwan
in school, at home and in a
social setting. The students also

RETIREMENT

rnbda Phi Fraternity

INSURANCE

learned a song and some basic
phrases in the language.
"America is a big country,
but people stay in one area,"
said Hu. She said events like
"We are the World" help to
broaden people's horizons and
teach them about the diversity
of the world.,
Another session focused on
the role of women in other cultures. Lead by group leaders
Simbo N'Diaye of Senegal and
Dilini Wijesooriya of Sri Lanka,
the presenters discussed how
women are viewed in their
respective cultures. According
to Joy Saad of Egypt, women
are traditionally viewed as
unimportant in the Egyptian
culture and are not given the
right to an opinion.
Saad said if an Egyptian
woman is raped, it is believed to
be her own fault. "What people believe is what

MUTUAL FUNDS

they've been taught, and they
aren't going to know any different," she said. "1 would encourage you to be happy that you
have the freedom to get an education and a job and to be able
to stand next to your husband,
not seven feet behind."
Wijesooriya said in Sri
Lanka there are villages without
a single adult male.
"They are either dead, hiding
or have joined the terrorist
group because of he war," she
said.
Sara Bredesen, a junior
majoring in education, found
the day to be a good experience.
"I learned that even though
we come from different cultures
we have a lot of the same values, and it's important to be
aware of other people's values
so you don't offend people in
the classroom," she said.

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today.
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Little Caesars Pizza
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PIZZA!
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MEDIUM
ONE TOPPNG
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99
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MORES 41500
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combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine
active management with

enhanced indexing.With two
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DORIES 419-00

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA TO
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PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY
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With over $250 billion in assets,we're the world's largest
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retirement company and the leading choice on
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sm

1 800 842-2776
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Winona
Cinema 7
Rules of

The Badger Herald Online,
UW-Madison's online student
newspaper, reported despite the
decision, Southworth will continue to pursue the rights of students
at public universities.
Southworth said the courts are
not the only means of change for
the student fee system.
"There are always other alternatives," he said. "We are not back
to square one; there is light after
the Supreme Court."

Senate considers outside vendor, but change is not likelyNormita Rahmen
WINONAN

Winona State University
Student Senate has discussed an
outside vendor for WSU's bookstore, and Student Senate
President Mike Swenson is
open to look into it.
WSU runs the Kryzsko
Commons bookstore, so its
profits go toward presidential
scholarships for students,
according to student senator
Jeni Startz.
"This is one of the most beneficial scholarships," she said.
Swenson said dozens of students and faculty members have
approached him with the
request of an outside vendor.
This led to an open discussion at
a senate meeting held two
months ago.
There are many reasons why
an students have requested outside vendor, such as Barnes and
Noble. Swenson said books
would likely be cheaper, a wider
selection would be available
and books could be purchased
on the Internet.
Swenson said students on
campus would be able to have a
closer tie with the community if

Engagement (R)
Sat. & Sun Matinees 12:50, 4:30 pm
Weekday Twilights 4: 30 pm
Evenings 7:00 & 9:30 pm

Here on Earth (PG)

ATTENTION ALL

Evenings 9:20 pm

••••

Erin Brockovich (R)
Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:50, 4:30pin
Weekday Twilights 4:30 pm
Evenings 7:10 & 9:40 pm

Return To Me (PG)
Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:30 ,2:45
& 4: 55pm
Weekday Twilights 4: 55 pm
Evenings 7: 20 & 9: 40 pm

My Dog Skip (PG)
Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:30 ,2:40
& 4: 45pin
Weekday Twilights 4: 45 pm
Evenings 7: 15 pm

The Road to El Dorado (PG)
Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:45, 2:45
& 4:40 pm
Weekday Twilights 4:40 pm
Evenings 7:00 & 9:00 pm

. . . .
You are invited tOthe.MOiSHO
Comm
BangOetf
e:
Whefe: Quality!

The Skulls (PG 13)
-

Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:35, 2:40
& 4:45 pm
Weekday Twilights 4:45 pm
Evenings 7:10 & 9:20 pm

American Beauty (R)
Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:30, 2:45, & 4:55
Weekday Twilights 4:55 pm
Evenings 7:15 & 9:30 pm

Tick
,
. ts are $15 and must be
ased in t
of

All seats before 6:00 pm; $3.75
PLAY DATES 3/31-4-06

Hotline
452-4172
77 W 2nd St.
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Students want new bookstore

Continued from page 3

insight into the opinions of others."
The Supreme Court judgment
overturned two previous court
decisions, including the ruling of
District Judge John Shabaz and a
ruling by the 7th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
An MSUSA press release
called the decision a relief for campus groups that were concerned
they couldn't continue without
funding.

April

an outside vendor was offered.
Student senate members said
most are eager to see a new vendor come through and hope they
will see it in the near future.
"I think that WSU getting an
outside vendor instead of the
one that we have would maximize the selection, lower prices
and we would waste less time
standing in line," said first-year
student Ryan Falch.
However, it would also lead
to the possibility of scholarships
not being available until contracted through, according to
Swenson and Startz.
WSU's bookstore has no
competition since the store
Campus Books closed. This
gives them a monopoly, leaving
students to buy only from the
campus bookstore or from other
students.
"The more competition, the
better," said Student Senate
Treasurer Shannon Becker
There has been a debate of
having the cost of books included in tuition, so there would be
a leasing program similar to
other universities. If an outside
vendor came through, it would
be in charge of what decision
would be better between the

leasing of books or keeping the
revenue for scholarships (if contracted), according to Startz.
Jill Edwards, assistant clothing manager at the WSU bookstore, said, "Profits go towards
scholarships. If we get an outside vendor, there would be no
money going back to the university. We'd be losing a huge benefit."
As of now there is no new
vendor coming to WSU, and the
present bookstore will stay
through the rest of this year and
the next. More discussions are
possible, but the risk of losing
presidential scholarships as well
as the renovation needed for a
new vendor will lead to a "no"
for the time being, according to
Swenson.
"It's just been an idea that
has been talked about," said
Swenson.
The process of getting a new
vendor is lengthy and extensive.
The student body and the vice
president of student affairs
would have to approve the vendor. President Darrell Krueger
would then be informed of
requests and proposals and a
committee would give the final
decision.

NSERVE Te- DAY

HOPE TO /SEE YOU THERE!
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Employment
*SALES SCHOOL*
Earn-N-Learn at Total Training Network
76th fastest-growing new business in
America! Top Reps $30 +/HR
Average Reps $18/1-1R
Due to expansion we are hiring top
graduates as Inside Sales Reps. Start your
career with the industry leader-TTN.
We offer:
• Opportunity to develop your sales &
mktg skills.
• $400-$520/wk base
• Commissions, contests, bonuses &
prizes
• $30k to $50k first year
• Health and dental benefits
• Complete job training
• Convenient location
• Friday afternoons off
• Advancement opportunity
• Free training seminars
• Paid vacations
• 401k retirement plan
You offer:
• Two or Four-year degree in business
related field or two to four years proven
sales experience
• Strong commitment to success &
goals
• Desire to "Learn from the Experts"
• Ability to follow a proven marketing
system
Call (612) 595-9200 for immediate consideration. Ask for extension 2079.
www.totaltrainingnetwork.com
Wanted summer camp staff
Be outdoors and learn new skills. Gain
experience with children while earning
money. Two coed youth camps located 3045 minutes outside of Mpls metro seek
energetic responsible adults. Counselors,
maintenance, cooks and waterfront staff
needed. Training, salary, housing, and
meals. Eleven full weeks of employment.
Men and minorities encouraged to apply!
Call (651) 647-4407.
Minnesota Elks Youth Camp
Near Brainerd. Needs cabin counselors,
certified life guards, waterfront people,
craft specialist, naturalist, fishing specialist, music leader, camp nurse and head
counselor. From June 7-Aug 7.
Good pay + room & board EOE
Call (218) 543-5311 before May 1
(218) 963-2222 after May 1

Employment
Earn Money and Have Fun
Stop driving back and forth to work
each day. Energetic and enthusiastic people needed to work and live at Girl Scout
resident camp this summer. Counselors,
lifeguards, horse specialists positions open.
Choice of 2 camps near Twin Cities. For a
complete listing of all jobs, salaries visit.
www.girlscoutsmpls.org
Summer in Chicago
Child care and light housekeeping for
suburban Chicago families. Responsible,
loving non-smoker.
Call Northfield Nannies
(847) 501-5354
Riverboat Crew
Come aboard Mississippi riverboats this
summer! Boat, office and photo crew
needed for passenger vessels in St.paul and
Mpls. Full-time seasonal positions available from APR thru OCT; variety of hours.
Start $8/hr., PLUS incentives.
Padelford Packet Boat Co.,
Harriet Island
St.Paul, MN 55107
(651) 227-1100 or (800) 543-3908
website: www.padelfordboats.com
$$$ 1,000 fund raiser $$$
No effort. Big Money!!! No investment. Work with your friends! Get a free
T-shirt too!
Call Sue at
1-800-808-7442 ext 104
-

Twin Cities Student Painters is
hiring!
Operations managers and painters for
full-time summer employment. Starting
wages: Painters $9/hr, Operations
Managers $11/hr.
Call (888) 695-1313 or access
www.tcstudentpainters.com for more info:
Need a great job that allows you
to work around your class
schedule?
Drive School Bus
approximate times 7:00 am-8:15 am &
2:45 pm-4:00 pm. Pay based on $14/hr,
plus bonus. Morning, afternoon or all day
routes. Apply now!
Call Phillips Bus Service
454-5677
ask for Jeff

Employment
Plan Ahead!
Fall Employment Opportunities
Await You at Watkins
Every Fall, hundreds of students return
to Winona after summer break, and most of
those individuals are looking for jobs.
Why not beat the rush and apply now for
part-time employment that will begin in
August or September? This summer, you
can relax knowing that you already have a
job waiting for you in Winona.
Watkins offers competitive wages, plus
regularly scheduled wage reviews! As an
added bonus, available only to those who
apply early, you will earn $75.00 incentive
bonus if you remain a Watkins employee
though our Fall Gift Line Season!!
Something more you won't find any
place else, as a Watkins employee, you are
entitled to generous discounts on Watkins
top quality products!
What do we do?
Since 1868, Watkins has been manufacturing and distributing quality food, personal care, nutritional, medicinal, and
home care products thorugh 80,000
Independent Sales Associates in the U.S.
and Canada. Our mission, "Enhancing
Lives One Person at -a Time," is the foundation of everything we do.
How do I apply for a job?
Watkins accepts applications at its
Corporate Headquarters at 150 Liberty
Street, or its Distribution Center at 730 W.
3rd Street. (Behind the Aquatic Center) Or,
you may send your resume via e-mail to
the following address:
hr@watkins-inc.com
What type of work will I do?
Watkins has a variety of entry-level
positions with promotional possibilities.
Below is our current listing.
Pickers/Packers- Work between 25-30
hours per week between 7:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m. in a state-of-the-art distribution facility. Duties include picking and packing
orders for our Independent Sales
Associates.
Order Entry/Customer Service-With
over 80,00 Independent Sales Associates,
our phone lines get mighty busy! Duties
include taking phone orders, keying mailed
orders, and various other office tasks.
Applicants should have above average
speaking skills along with a pleasant phone
manner. Flexible hours are available
between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Daytime hours are available on Saturdays.

Employment
LOOKING FOR A FUN SUMMER
JOB?
Suburban Chicago family looking for an
energetic person to watch and play with
their children. Room and board included.
Drivers licence a must.
Call (708) 779-9391
Bianchi Rossi is hiring positions
for 2000/2001
Looking for individuals seeking
advancement and opportunity. Skills in
sales and marketing preferred, but willing
to train. Internships also avail. Contact us:
1-800-875-4525
or
email
at
kara@bianchi-rossi.com

Housing
Brand new townhomes
In Rushford, Mn, 2BR for $375; 3BR
for $430. If you answer "yes" to one of the
following questions, and you are income
qualified, you may qualify for this affordable housing opportunity.
• Are you a full-time student that is married AND currently filing a joint tax
return?

• Are you a full-time student that is currently enrolled in the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) or a similar program?
• Are you a full-time student that is a
single parent with children and none of you
are dependents on anyone else's tax return?
• Is there at least one household member residing in the unit who is NOT a fulltime student?
Scenic View Court
Rushford, MN
Equal Housing Opportunity
Stuart Management
www.stuartco.com
Scenic View Townhomes
(507) 864-7880

Wanted
Various pieces of furniture
that is sturdy and used— cheap or free for
the hauling: small dresser, easy chair,
metal kitchen chairs, TV stand, end table.
Leave message for Chris at
454-7155 ext. #48

•
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SPOTLIGHT

t Cetera

See the April 19
issue of the
Winonan for
a feature on the
Winona
Independent Film
Society.

Internet trailer only hint of what's to come
T

'

logged on. I went to
www.lordoftherings.net . I
watched the sneak preview.
Over and over and over.
After watching it at least a
dozen times, there was only one
question on my mind: "We have
to wait until Christmas 2001?!"
A cruel, cruel trick, Mr. Peter
Jackson, to show us these tantalizing glimpses, then remind us
at the end that we have to wait
20 months before we get to see
the first installment of J.R.R.
Tolkien's fantasy epic brought
to life.
. "The Dominion" released
this report the following day,
Saturday: "Thousands of fans
were forced to wait to see a preview of scenes from "The Lord
of the Rings" film trilogy on the
Internet last night, after heavy
demand forced delays. Many
attempts to view the twominute film were unsuccessful
until 90 minutes after the scheduled 7 p.m. broadcast. Film
spokeswoman Claire Raskind
said the huge number of 'hits'
on the Internet site by United
States viewers caused the
delay."
According to New Line
Cinema, 1.7 million people
downloaded the trailer in the
first 24 hours alone. This breaks

all previous records, including
"Phantom Menace," which had
1 million downloads in its first
24 hours. So what did we see?It begins with a narrator's
voice-over: "It has been named
the greatest and most popular
book of the 20th century." The
epic musical score kicks in
with an image of fire spreading
across golden runes. The buildup is colossal. The frame, just
about 4 X 6 inches on my
screen, has me riveted. I hunch
over my desk, my face mere
inches from the monitor, my little audio speakers cranked.
We then see Peter Jackson in
a studio, various props of armor
stacked behind him. He says:
"The responsibility of bringing
this world to the screen, visually, is obviously enormous."
Cut to Elijah Wood, lounging
in his Frodo get-up between
takes, who notes: "The thing
about these books and what
we're doing with the movies is
that they're so real you believe
it really existed."
We are shown a series of
quick cuts — people modeling
huge prosthetic legs (for a troll?
An ant?), computer effects wizards designing monsters and
armies, a close-up of an orc's
face — as the voice-over tells

ready to rumble. Nazguls racing on horseback. A shot from
the ground up as Shadowfax
leaps overhead. Legolas in
combat — and yes„ the elf
looks like a bad-ass! This
should drive a sword through
the heart of the modern conception of elves as Santa's little wusses. Armies clashing.
The world of Oz
Capped off by Aragorn throwing a blazing torch right at the
us: "But it wasn't until now that camera. In its wake appears the
the legend could finally come to Lidless Eye. Perfect. Then the
life." - cool logo, the cast, release date
Jackson elaborates: "The and fade-out. My heart's racing.
This movie is going to be
technology has caught up with
the incredible imagination that stunning. It will raise the bar
Tolkien injected into the story and set the standard for fantasy
films as Star Wars did for space
of his, and so this is the time."
Then we get some actual flicks.
This film has a lot going for
film footage: an incredible shot
of a massive army marching it. Here are just three of them:
across the plains of Mordor.
1 ) The director. Nick
Ringwraiths surrounding the Nunziata at
hobbits (probably on www.chud.com/tolkien sums
Weathertop). Members of the this up in his "10 Reasons why
Fellowship running on a grassy the Lord of the Rings Trilogy
cliff against a backdrop of Will Rock":
"He's a monster fan of the
snow-topped mountains.
We see Liv Tyler, as Arwen, books. Not someone whose
gallop by on horseback. We see agent mailed him a treatment or
Gandalf. Many fans are already screenplay. Not because it
proclaiming, "Ian Mckellen IS would look great to the 'suits'
Gandalf." We see Boromir and not because of any contracadmiring the Ring. Then some tual obligation. He's not a
suitably nasty-looking ores music video director, a fresh-

faced film school graduate or a
converted cinematographer.
He's a fan ... A fan who probably owns the most powerful set
of tools a filmmaker could
want."
2) The setting. The official
movie Web site describes location filming this way: "New
Middle-earth.
is
Zealand
Geologically a young country,
NZ is a wild mix of diverse terrain, which brings with it a
sense of grandeur and antiquity.
Jackson will use the peace and
tranquility of NZ's rolling pastoral farmland, the rugged beauty of the North Island's volcanic
plateaus and the majesty of the
South Island's snow-capped
Southern Alps to bring the
screen his interpretation of how
Britain, Tolkien's Middle-earth,
might have looked 7,000 years
ago." The film stills and clips of
the outdoor cinematography
I've seen are gorgeous. This is a
top priority, because past fantasy films like "Legend" have
looked unreal, set mostly on
sound stages. They need to capture the wide-open sky, the
mountains, the trees — the
nature that is so integral to good
fantasy, especially Tolkien's.
3) Breaking the midget
curse. Don't take this the wrong

way. I don't want to offend
midgets. But past movies like
"Willow" and "Legend" that
have tried to pass off midgets as
halflings or dwarves have had
this problem: Midgets are really
short humans. They do not
effectively portray another race.
You can't picture a midget as a
dwarf (in the mythic sense of
the word) wielding a battle-axe
slaying ores. Hobbits are small,
but they are a nimble race, capable of moving almost silently,
undetected through the woods.
Midgets cannot carry this off.
New technology allows the special effects team to morph
actors into the shape of dwarves
and hobbits. So far this looks
good. It's really the only way it
could have been done. This, I
believe, is the biggest issue
technology had to catch up with.
No other film has ever come
close to portraying elf, dwarf
and hobbit races.
I have run out of space.
Perhaps I will save my other
speculations, ruminations and
predictions about the LOTR
movie for another time. Now
I'll go watch the preview again.
Nick Ozment is a columnist for
the Winonan and can be reached
via e-mail at
winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu.

SINK OR SWIM

`Unity in Diversity'

Student-produced
show opens tonight
Amanda Leonhardt
WINONAN

F

Winona
State
our
University theater students have decided to
expand their college experience
by putting together their own
show, called a studio project.
They will perform "True
West" by Sam Shepard at 7:30
p.m. today and Thursday in the
Dorthy B. Magnus Theater of
the Performing Arts Center.
Admission is free.
"True West" is directed by
junior theater student Mitch
Auman and stars him and
Clinton Jeffrey, a junior theater
and German student. David
Bugni and Erin Glawe also
have parts in the show.
The studio project was first
conceived a year ago while
Auman and Jeffrey were working on another student producChern Woon Tan /SPECIAL TO

WINONAN

Above: Neatly folded
and precisely placed,
rows of place settings await dinner
guests before the
International Dinner,
held Saturday at
Winona State.
Left: (from left)
Latrisha Green,
Jaime Harper, Lisa
Green and Sachin
Isaacs perform an
African drum song
for attendees at the
International dinner.
Dance, vocal and violin performances also
were included.

Is there a story you'd like to see covered in the Winonan?
Drop us an e-mail at winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu , or call
Lauren Osborne at 457-5119.

tion together. The director of
that show suggested they
would be good acting together
in the show — so they began
working on it. Rehearsals for
"True West" began after spring
break this year.
"The department doesn't
put on shows like this (student
produced) every year," said
Auman.
Jeffrey agreed the opportu- •
nity to do an independent pro;
duction was compelling.
"It gives us a chance to
Work with mammoths of contemporary drama, so we decided to go ahead on our own and
give it a shot for ourselves," he
said.
After the students received
permission to do the show, the
theater and dance department
supplied the group with a $100
See Student Play, Page 6

To buy or
not to buy?

'
MW1010
4z.

/ f all goes as planned, fresh444•44:
men will be required to
have a laptop starting in the
fall. This leaves them, and also
those who are thinking of getting one, with a decision: to
My Own Non-Virtual Space
lease or to buy.
If you leaset, you get a network card, software, support and of
course the machine itself. Overall, $1,000 per year isn't too bad for
an IBM laptop. It works nicely for those who aren't interested in
having a machine once out of college. This includes our Amish students and engineers who work out quantum mechanics problems by
hand on paper.
For the rest of us, the option of buying a machine is a more difficult but longer-lasting solution. Buying a portable is fairly easy if
you know what you want and what to look for. There are five characteristics to be aware of:
Screen: Do you want a monster one for presentations and
movies or one just big enough to type papers on? It's the most
expensive part of a laptop, so t'hink carefully. Make sure it's an
active-matrix.
Storage and memory: The more the merrier. It's best to buy as
much as you can at time of purchase because upgrading a laptop is
usually difficult and expensive. Comparison shop to see current
numbers.
,,

See Technology, Page 6
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New York
Times
bestsellers
Hardcover Fiction —

1. "Beowulf'
by Seamus
Heaney
(translator)
2. "The
Brethren"
by John Grisham
3. "Bridget Jones: The
Edge of Reason" by
Helen Fielding
4. "Carolina Moon"
by Nora Roberts
5. "Daughter of Fortune"
by Isabel Allende, Margaret
Sayers Peden (translator)

Hardcover Nonfiction —
1.'The Art
of
Happiness: A
Handbook for
Living"
by Dalai
Lama, et al.
2. -The Bodyguard's
Story: Diana, the Crash
and the Sole Survivor"
by Trevor Rees-Jones et
al.
3. "The Case Against
Hillary Clinton"
by Peggy Noonan
4.) "The Death of
Innocence: The Untold
Story of JonBenet's
Murder and How its
Exploitation
Compromised the
Pursuit of Truth" by
John and Patsy
Ramsey
5. "The Greatest
Generation"
by Tom Brokaw

Paperback Fiction —
1."Bittersweet" by
Danielle

Out of Sync:

On the
soapbox
again

o those of you who wish
I stuck to reviewing
records, I must apologize. Today I must step back up
on my rickety little soapbox and
point out another glaring blight
on the music industry. Once
again my target is pop music
and, more specifically, a little,
hardly-known "boy band"
called N'Sync.
The
group's
recently
released album, "No Strings
Attached," shattered a record
set by rival teen fodder the
Backstreet Boys when it sold
2.4 million copies in its first
week. Now the album is looking like it will shatter other
bestseller records. Since the
album was released a little over

T

three weeks ago, N'Sync has
appeared on Saturday Night
Live, Rosie O'Donnell and
MTV (relentlessly).
Any regular reader of this
column knows my beef with
N'Sync — and the rest of its ilk
— and had to suffer through my
three-week tirade against pop
music. Most of my rants were
simply just complaining, but
recent events need to be analyzed.
I have listened to the first
single off the recent album,
"'Bye, 'Bye, 'Bye," which I
think is supposed to allude to
the band successfully dumping
its old label and management. I
will say that FOR WHAT IT IS,
the song is not that bad. My

god, tell me I did not just write
that. Anyway, it is an OK pop
song, and I could see how it
would appeal to 13-year-old
girls who have the ability to
reason as well as a llama.
My problem is not the music
or the fact that the album has
sold so well. The problem lies
in why it sold so well. Is it the
average, unoriginal music on
the album? Unfortunately, I
don't think it's the music at all.
As I have said before, in today's
pop music industry it is the
image that sells. The countdown to the album's release
was marked on MTV's Total
Request Live and in countless
music and teeny-bopper magazines, creating a fevered frenzy
of hype well before the actual
release date. Then upon its
release, N'Sync's label, Jive
Records, put the band on an allout media blitz.
The most shameful and disgusting marketing gimmick
they have erriployed was my
inspiration for this piece. The

`Rules of Engagement'
lacks storytelling element
lease, do NOT see this Y dence is destroyed and blah,
movie. "Rules of blah, blah, everything ends just
Engagement" has a the way you expect it to
totally unoriginal (totally
If one were to try to write an
unacceptable) setup and a very
unoriginal script, one would
anticlimactic ending.
come up with "Rules of
You might be thinking: "I
Engagement."
*4.0 4..
thought the movie looked pretWhat else do I hate besides
ty good." If you don t want to
the horrendously unoriginal set
take my word for it (you
up? The violence is unexpectshould), ask someone you
edly (unnecessarily) gruesome;
know and trust who's already seen it. "Rules of the portrayal of other cultural groups is terribly
Engagement" is very disappointing, and very few stereotypical; evoking sentimentality through the
people (we're talking a minuscule amount here) use of children is more than a little cheap and
will actually like it. absolutely pathetic; the movie tells us things that
This is how the movie sets up: Back in should be shown to us; and the movie doesn't
Vietnam, Colonel Terry Childers (Samuel L. give us vital information when we need it — we
Jackson) saved Hays Hodges' (Tommy Lee do not know why people are demonstrating in
Jones) life. Childers is now a highly decorated Yemen and that William Sokal is the national
Marine and is sent to Yemen to protect the U.S. security advisor until four-fifths of the movie has
Embassy and the ambassador from angry demon- past.
strators. In Yemen, tension escalates, and
"Rules of Engagement" also does not let us
Childers gives the order for his men to open fire know immediately if Childers is truly innocent or
on the demonstrators—killing 83 people, many of guilty, which is actually a good technique and
them women and children.
quite interesting. But we are prematurely shown
Back in the United States, William Sokal, the what really happened that day in Yemen, and the
president's national security advisor, looks to final courtroom battle is subsequently predictable
blame the massacre on Childers. Childers claims and boring.
the demonstrators had weapons and that he in no
So yeah, I hated "Rules of Engagement." It
way broke any rules of engagement. Now was quite bad. Don't see it in theaters or even rent
charged with murder (among other things), it; just pretend this excuse of a movie was never
Childers turns to his old friend Hodges for help. made.
Hodges is now a not-so-good military lawyer
Hint: Do yourself a big favor and just rent "A
who is about to retire. He accepts his old friend's Few Good Men."
case and has to face Mark Biggs (a really good
"Rules of Engagement" has a running time of
lawyer) in the courtroom. This case offers 123 minutes and is rated R for language and war
Hodges a chance at redemption for having never violence.
lived up to his father's military legacy (lame).
Doc Wondra is the movie reviewer for the
So the movie finally moves into the courtWinonan and can be reached via e-mail at
room. There, a witness lies on the stand, vital evi- titusnbelmont@hotmail.com.
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Steele
2. "Certain
Frey"
by John Sandford
3. "A Certain Smile" by
Judith Michael
4. "The Cider House
Rules" by John Irving
5. "The Girl Who Loved
Tom Gordon" by
Stephen King

Paperback Nonfiction —
1."Angela's
Ashes: A
Memoir" by
Frank
McCourt
2. "Black
Hawk Down"
by Mark Bowden
3. "A Child Called 'It':
One Child's Courage to

Student Play
Continued from Page 5
budget to cover all their costs,
scripts, space and most of the
set. However, that's the extent
of the department's involvement with the show.
"They let us sink or swim
on our own," said Jeffrey. "We
really enjoy having it to ourselves, deciding where we
want to go with it."
Even though they have no
intention of making a profit or
performing for hundreds of
audience members, the cast is
excited about the production.
"It's a good way to do theater just for the experience
without worrying about profits
or if the show will be a success," said Jeffrey. "I'm just
interested in doing the show.
Just to see how you do it and if
you can do it."
Jeffrey and Auman said the

most difficult part of doing a
show with so few people is
memorizing the lines. Most of
the show revolves around two
characters and their constant
banter, so they said timing is
key.
The story is about two
brothers who are reunited for
the first time in years. Austin,
played by Auman, is trying to
be a legitimate screenwriter.
Lee, played by Jeffrey, is a
thief. The show is about their
relationship and how the brothers change one another.
"It's about finding talents
you never knew you had and
suppressing the things you'd
rather not know about yourself," said Jeffrey.
Auman, who designed the
set, said "True West" is an "acting-based production," so the

Technology
Continued from Page 5

Survive" by David J.
Pelzer and Dave Pelzer
4. "The Elegant
Universe: Su perstrings,
Hidden Dimensions and
the Quest for the
Ultimate Theory"
by Brian Greene
5. "Girl, Interrupted"
by Susanna Kaysen

set is simple. It is designed to
look like the inside of a typical
apartment with small kitchen
and living areas.
Almost all of the furniture
came from what the theater
department already had, with a
few additions from Auman's
own home. It will be closed-in
on all four sides by the audience. Auman said he wanted
there to be a claustrophobic
feel to help set the tone for the
show.
"It's a good show," said
Auman.
Jeffrey agrees.
"It's a really engrossing
story," he said.
Auman said they plan to
seat 52 people. Since seating is
limited in the theater it will be
first come, first serve.

Ports: Do you want lots of
parallel, serial and USBs for
convenience but added bulk or a
slim Vaio for portability. A variety of ports is a must for salespeople and others doing presentations.
Extras: To DVD or not to
DVD? DVD-ROM drives offer
the most choices as they can
play almost any disc. While still
costly, it's a lot cheaper than
adding one later. If connecting
to a network, you'll need a net-

work card. The easiest to use —
more money of course — are
Xircom's RealPorts. You just
plug the cable right into the card
instead of worrying about the
dongle. 3Com's are excellent as
well.
Ergonomics: Make sure you
can use it, that it's comfortable.
Are the buttons where you want
them? Do you want an eraserhead pointer like the IBMs or a
touch-screen? If it's not comfortable, don't buy it.

Still confused? Buying a
computer — laptop or desktop
— isn't easy, but if you know
what your needs are and how
much you want to spend, you
can find a machine that's right
for you. Or you can just buy an
iJoke to match your green carpeting.
Michael Canavino is the
technology columnist for the
Winonan and can be reached at
win onan tech@yahoo. corn.
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ad wizards with TV Guide
decided to have five different
covers for their March issue.
Each one of these covers featured the sappily grinning mug
of a different N'Sync moron —
uh, I mean member. TV Guide
called them "collectors items."
Now little girls are going to run
around and spend their hardearned allowances on five TV
Guides when the only difference between them is the cover.
Not only does TV Guide
make fat cash off the kids and
their parents, but N'Sync and its
puppet masters (I don't care if
the band members "cut their
strings" in their lame video; they
are the biggest whores in this situation) probably made a pretty
penny themselves. I don't know
what the hell TV Guide thinks it
is, but it's supposed to be about
television, not music. Hey, TV
Guide, tell me when "The
Simpsons" is on and shut up.
With N'Sync's success, the
industry is awaiting Britney
"You're a cutie but you still

12, 2000

can't sing" Spears' new album,
which will be released in May,
and then the Backstreet Boys'
album, which is coming out in
October. Then we will have to
see their faces on every publication in the free world and go
through this all over again.
Where's the music?
The people who e-mailed me
last time I wrote an article like
this can't tell me this isn't all
about , image and money,
because the proof is on my coffee table on the cover of my TV
Guide.
I'll leave you with one final
thought: The band Phish has put
on the largest outdoor concerts
in the United States on record,
and they have never been in the
Top 40, on Total Request Live
or on the cover of TV Guide. By
the way, I canceled my subscription.
Mark Liedel is the music
reviewer for the Winonan and
can be reached via e-mail at
wakko333@hotmail. corn.

it
Skillet, guest artists to perform Saturday
As part of the Invincible Tour, Ardent/ForeFront
Records recording artists Skillet, Stereo Deluxx and
American Made will be performing at 7 p.m. Saturday in
Winona State University's McCown Gymnasium.
Skillet, who just released their fourth album,
"Invincible," plays alternative electro-industrial rock
music, while Stereo Deluxx plays aternative rock and
American Made plays rap-core.
Tickets are $5 and can be purchased at Face the
Music, Good Vibrations, Hardt's music or at the door.
For ticket information, call 452-0884 or direct e-mail
to wildclay@luminet.net .

Percussion Day to be held at WSU Saturday
The Winona State University department of music
and the Minnesota Chapter of the Percussive Arts
Society will present the Annual Minnesota Day of
Percussion Saturday at the WSU Performing Arts
Center.
This event will feature drumset artist/clinician Gregg
Bissonette, marimba artist/clinician Rebecca , Kite and
the California State University/Long Beach Steel Drum
band directed by Michael Carney.
Performances and clinics will be from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Admission is free. The WSU Percussion Ensemble
will join Bissonette, Kite and the California bands for an
evening concert at 7:30 p.m. Concert admission is $5
for adults and $3 for students and senior citizens.
Ensembles from various local and area schools will
visit throughout the day.
For more information, call WSU Director of
Percussion Studies Rich MacDonald at 457-5259, or email him at rmacdonald@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

Steel drum band performs music of Caribbean
As part of the Residential College International Music
Series, a steel drum band will present music of the
Caribbean from 7 to 8 p.m. Thursday in the North
Lounge of Lourdes Hall. Admission is free.
The next free performance is titled "Mariachi Mexico"
and will be presented 7 p.m. April 20.

Faculty violinist to present recital Tuesday
Natalie Filipovich, violinist and faculty member in the
Winona State University music department, will present
a free recital at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Performing
Arts Center Recital Hall.

Music department to host MENC Songfest
The WSU music department will host the "MENC
Elementary Choral Songfest," from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday in the Performing Arts Center.

Music department to host MENC Songfest
In celebration of National Poetry Month, WSU will
hold a Poet's Quarter where faculty members will read
selected original works at 7 p.m. in Purple Rooms 105
and 106 in Kryzsko Commons. Participating poets
include James Armstrong, Marily Klinker, Ken
McCullough and Nancy Kay Peterson.

Minnesota Opera season tickets now on sale
Season tickets are now on sale for the Minnesota
Opera's 2000-2001 season, which includes Turandot
by Puccini, The Capulets and the Montagues by Bellini,
Street Scene by Weill, The Barber of Seville by Rossini
and Pagliacci/Carmina Burana by Leoncavallo/Orff.
Music professor Suzanne Draayer will take WSU
faculty, staff and students on the following Sundays:
Nov. 12, Feb. 4, Feb. 25, April 1 and May 13. All performances are at 2 p.m.
To buy season tickets, which include perks such as
advance information, cassette tapes and early renewal
for the next season, call the Minnesota Opera at (612)
333-6669 during normal business hours. Prices for the
five operas range from $110 to $315.
Contact Draayer at 457-5255 after buying tickets so
she can arrange transportation.

Arts and Variety briefs are included when space
permits. The Winonan accepts all briefs submitted by
Friday noon. Editors reserve the right to edit briefs as
they see fit.
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Offense keys weekend sweeps
Warriors score 56 runs on 57 hits in
wins over Northern State University
and the University of Minnesota-Morris
Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

Although inclement weather caused the
Winona State University baseball team to
reschedule Friday and Saturday's Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference doubleheaders with the University of MinnesotaMorris and Northern State University to
Saturday and Sunday the weekend couldn't
have gone any better for the Warriors.
WSU scored 39 runs on 34 hits on
Saturday as it defeated the Cougars 8-4 and
31-4, while lighting the scoreboard for 17
runs and 23 hits in 14-1 and 3-2 victories
over the Wolves on Sunday.
The offensive outbursts helped guide the
Warriors to a perfect 4-0 start in conference
play while raising WSU's overall record to
17-9.
"(This weekend) we finally showed the

potential we knew was there," said WSU
coach Gary Grob. "It was fun to watch (the
offense) finally coming around."
Although the WSU offense wasn't
exactly struggling heading into the weekend, averaging five and one-half runs and a
little over eight hits per game, the weekend
explosion no doubt helped the offense
begin to fulfill its potential.
Warriors 8, Cougars 4

Saturday's first game provided the first
signs of the Warrior offense coming around.
Shea Mueske, Kyle Simon, Luke Short
and Kevin Kirkwold each had a pair of hits
as WSU belted out 11 hits and scored eight
runs — seven in the final two innings — as
WSU rallied past the Cougars for the win.
Simon contributed a double, a home run,
two RBIs and three runs scored to pace the
offense, while Short added three RBIs and
Mueske pitched in two runs scored.

Andy Davis tossed six innings, allowing
eight hits, walking one and striking out
eight to notch his fourth win of the season.
But it was the offense that fueled the
WSU rally, and whatever momentum the
offense built in Game 1 carried over in a big
way in Game 2.
Warriors 31, Cougars 4

WSU scored more runs in the first three
innings of the second game with BSU (21)
than its opponents had scored against the
Warriors in their last six games (20).
WSU batted around in each of the first
three innings and easily provided starting
pitcher Dan Weinkauf with enough support.
Weinkauf threw four innings allowing
four hits, two walks and striking out five.
But his performance — which helped him
to his staff leading fifth victory -- was easily lost in the Warrior offensive onslaught.
Seven different Warriors had two hits or
more, eight Warriors had two or more RBIs
and 16 different Warriors managed to score
runs.
In fact, the only WSU position player
not to cross home plate to score at least one
See Offense, Page 9
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Top: Winona State University pitcher Katie Maschman (right) celebrates with teammates Angie Shellum (7) and Carolyn Fabsik (14) after the Warriors defeated
Bemidji State University 5-1 Saturday at Maxwell Field during the first day of the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate South-Division Conference Crossover Tournament.
WSU, which hosted the tournament, was 4-1 over the two-day tournament. That 41 record included wins over Moorhead State (10-2), the University of MinnesotaMorris (9-0), UM-Crookston (9-1) and BSU, while the Warriors' only loss came at
the hands of UM-Duluth, which defeated WSU 3-0. WSU also defeated Northern
State University 3-0 and 10-1 in a pair of NSIC games to finish the weekend with a
6-1 record. Right: Maschman delivers a pitch during the Warriors game with BSU.

WSU proves success was no fluke
Jason Schulte
WINONAN

Friday and Saturday the Winona State University
softball team had an opportunity to show that winning the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
post-season tournament last year wasn't a fluke.
The Warriors hosted and played five,games in the
NSIC South-Division Crossover Tournament, while
also playing a doubleheader against Northern State
University, over a two-day span at Maxwell Field.
Winona State didn't disappoint as it won six of
seven games with ist only defeat coming at the hands
of the University of Minnesota-Duluth, 3-0 Sunday.
"I'm happy with our play," said WSU coach
Larry Holstad. "For six of the seven games we
swung the bat very well."
Their performance made other coaches take
notice.
"They're the best team we've seen this weekend
because of their depth," said University of
Minnesota-Crookston coach John Mitchell. "They
also play good defense because they took away a
couple of our line shots that could've been base
hits."
As a result, the Warriors and Southwest State
University are tied for first place in the NSIC with 61 records. UM-Duluth and Concordia-St. Paul are in
second place, each with a 4-1 record.
UM-D 3, WSU 0

WSU left a runner on base in every inning —

except the second — and finished with 12 total runners stranded.
"We couldn't get the big hit when needed," said
shortstop Kristi Andersen. "Duluth played a great
game and they did what they had to do to win."
Bulldog freshman pitcher Leanne Hotop pitched a
complete game striking out five batters and walking
two. She gave up 10 hits.
"She's mentally tough," said UM-D coach Bill
Haller. "She doesn't get frustrated or rattled, which
is the key."
Holstad said: "She kept us off-stride. We stranded
12 baserunners in part due to our discipline at the
plate and (Hotop). They're a good ballclub who took
advantage of their opportunities."
Cyndy Schubbe started for the Warriors (18-11
overall) and pitched a good game, giving up eight
hits and striking out six.
"The key is to lay off her strike pitch (rise ball),"
explained Haller. "When she brought the ball down,
we hit the ball well."
Andersen had three hits while Jean Ryan and
Angie Shellum added two hits.
WSU 9, Crookston 1 (five innings)

Winona State jumped on the Golden Eagles early,
scoring three runs in the top of the first inning and
never looked back.
Jonie Bergstrom led off the inning with a single.
She stole second and third base and came around to
score on Kari Webers' RBI single to center. Webers
stole second and then scored on Shellum's single to
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WSU
men
fall,
twice

Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference South-Division Crossover Tournament
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Winona State University pitcher Derek Johnson delivers
a pitch during Sunday's first game of a doubleheader
with Northern State University. Johnson tossed a complete game to lead the Warriors to a 14-1 Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference victory at Loughrey Field.

center. Shellum scored the final run thanks to an
error by Golden Eagle Maria Kueger.
The bench players even got into the action in the
fourth inning as Angela Goetsch, Kristen Robertson
and Michelle Skipchak all had RBIs.
Led by Bergstrom, Webers and Angie Granquist,
who each had two hits, the Warriors pounded out 12
hits against UM-Crookston starter Nicole Gromer.
Webers also added two RBIs.
Rachel Lockwood earned her third win as she
pitched four innings giving up one run on two hits.
Jennifer Jepson pitched the last inning in relief.
WSU 5, Bemidji 1

After giving up one run in the first inning,
Warrior starter Katie Maschman finished the game
strong as she retired the last 14 of 16 hitters she
faced for the win.
"We didn't get the key hit when needed," said
BSU coach Dina Kangas. "We're a young team with
a lot of freshmen on the roster."
The Warriors tied the game in the bottom of the
first inning as Webers singled to left and advanced to
second on an error. Rachel Seifert then singled to
center scoring Webers.
Webers wasn't done as she provided the big hit
with a two-run triple in the fifth inning giving the
Warriors a 4-1 lead.
Maschman helped her own cause with a RBI double in the sixth inning scoring the Warriors' final run.

WINONA, Minn. and
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. — The
Winona State University
men's tennis team couldn't
find any luck at home or on
the road as it dropped a pair
of nonconference tennis
matches Thursday and
Sunday.
On
Thursday
the
University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse traveled to St. T's
Tennis and Sports and defeated the Warriors 6-3.
Then on Sunday WSU
traveled to Sioux Falls, S.D.
to take on Augustata College
and was defeated 6-3.
In both matches the
Warriors (6-7) were only able
to secure a pair of singles
wins.
Mike Lipinski, WSU's No.
1 singles player, was the only
Warrior to go unbeaten on the
week as he defeated UW-L's
Joe Weber 7-5 and 6-1 and
Augustanta's Jason Kimer 64 and 6-0.
The wins allowed Lipinski
to run his record to 12-1 on
the season.
He also factored in on
another WSU point against
the Eagles as he teamed with
Marc Stingley to defeat
Weber and Jay Schneider 8-4
at No. 1 doubles.
Stingley also gained the
Warriors third an final point
of the UW-L match as he
improved his record to 9-3
with a 6-4 and 7-6 (7-5) win
over the Eagles Matt Palmer.
Along with Lipinski, Jeff
Feador gained a singles victory over Augustana as Fedor
triumphed over Jerrod Kruse
6-1 and 6-3 at No. 4 singles.
The Warriors other point
came from the duo of Sean
Kangraga and Fedor at No. 2
doubles as they teamed up to
drop Justin Mootz and Kruse
8-6
WSU now has 15 days off
before returning to the courts
April 25 at St. Cloud State.

See Success, Page 8
See Tennis, Page 8

Winona Scoreboard
Baseball
Winona State
St. Cloud State

Winona State
Northern State
Winona State
UM-Morris

Winona State
Saint Mary's

5
4

10
2

Winona State
UM-Morris

9
0

Winona State
UM-Crookston

9
1

Winona State
Northern State

3-10
0-1

UM-Duluth
Winona State

3
0

Men's tennis
Augustana
Winona State

6
3

Winona State
Moorhead State

Winona State
UW-La Crosse

5
2

Women's golf
Winona State

9
0

Men's golf
At District V Invite
results n/a

ppd.

ppd.
14-3
1-2
8-31
4-4

Winona State
UI-Chicago
Softball
Winona State
Bemidji State

ppd.

5
1

Women's tennis
Winona State
UM-Morris

Winona State
Bemidji State
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WSU 9, Morris 0
Against the Cougars, WSU pounded out
a season-high 15 hits led by Ryan and
Seifert with three apiece.
Every starter except Webers managed a
hit.
The Warriors scored three runs in the
third inning highlighted by Seifert, Shellum
and Jenny Fabian with consecutive RBI singles. In the fourth inning, WSU added four
runs on five hits.
While Winona State was rolling offensively, Rachel Lockwood started and
pitched a four-hit shutout.
"We didn't get our bats going," said
Morris coach Heather Pennie. "We had a
great game offensively against Southwest
and then we let down offensively. Winona
did a good job of hitting the ball."
Shellum and Jenny Fabian had two RBI
while Seifert scored three runs.
WSU 10, Moorhead State 2 (5 innings)
Winona State was ahead 3-2 heading
into the bottom of the fourth inning when
Seifert and Shellum started the inning with
consecutive singles setting the stage for
Fabian, who tried bunting.
"I chuckled when she started to bunt
because I knew she had a lot of power," said
Shellum.
Once the count reached two strikes,
Fabian tried swinging and the results paid
off. She hit a three-run homer over the left
field fence for the first ever homer at
Maxwell Field.
"I was due for one," said Fabian. "I'didn't know it was gone until I rounded first
base. It felt really good to hit one out."
Shellum had an idea the offensive barrage was about to come.
"We lcnew our bats weren't done," she
said.

Schubbe started the game for WSU and
gave up two runs on seven hits. She struck
out four batters and walked one.
Fabian finished 2-for-3 with two runs
scored and three RBI. Shellum was 3-for-3
and a RBI. Seifert added two hits and three
runs scored.

WSU 3 10, Northern State 0 1
-

-

In Game 1 on Saturday, the Warrior bats
were silenced to four hits.
But that wasn't a problem as Schubbe
pitched a five-hit shut out striking out 14
batters.
"She was a little frustrated after her first
game performance (against Moorhead),"
said Holstad. "The key to remember is that
you can throw two games in one day for
softball and not have a problem."
NSU's Melissa Wittgenstein matched
Schubbe step-for-step until the bottom of
the sixth inning.
With the Warriors ahead 1-0, Andersen
led off the inning with a double to center.
She scored on Webers' ground put. Seifert
then tripled to right-center and scored on
Shellum's double to left.
Shellum had two of the Warriors' four
hits and Seifert scored two runs.
In the nightcap on Sunday, a close game
wasn't going to be in the cards as the
Warriors scored three runs in the bottom of
the first inning and took off from there.
WSU scored a run and had at least two hits
in every inning.
"Traditionally, when we've gone to sleep
offensively we bounce back in the next
game," said Holstad. "Against Northern, we
could've scored more."
Said Andersen. "We're pumped up for
this game."
She did her part going 2-for-3 and reaching the other time via an error. She wasn't

retired in five plate appearances on Sunday.
She also added three stolen bases.
"I didn't even know that," she said when
told of her perfect day.
Her approach to hitting and stealing is
modest.
"I hit the ball and get on base," she said.
"Then if I get the sign to steal, I'll go for it."
Maschman earned the win striking out
eight over her five innings of work.
Shellum finished up a good weekend
with two hits, three runs scored and three
RBI.
"I didn't expect to be playing this
much," she said. "It's unexpected and I'm
very thankful."
Her play along with fellow freshman
Bergstrom, Brevig and Webers didn't go
unnoticed.
"They're good players who've been
doing it all year," said Holstad. "They're all
very good hitters and defensive players. It's
tough to keep them out of the lineup."
The weekend showed that the Warriors
could score a lot of runs, something they
knew they were capable of.
"We have a strong, solid line-up," said
Shellum. "There is no weak spots."
Fabian agreed.
"Our hitting has improved in the last few
games," said Fabian after the Bemidji
game. "We've become more relaxed and
everyone's coming together."
Fabian added playing the seven games at
Maxwell Field was another difference.
"It's much more different than playing
down at the lake," she explained. "There's a
lot more enthusiasm because there's more
fans which makes us feel more wanted."
The Warriors return to NSIC action
Friday at 3 p.m. when they host C-SP for a
doubleheader.

Tennis
UW-L 6, Winona State 3
Singles
Mike Lipinski (WSU) d. Joe Webber,
7-5, 6-1; Matt Palmer (UW-L) d. Chad
Felows,7-6 (8-6), 6-3; Marc Stingley
(WSU) d. Gavin Bovre, 6-4, 7-6 (7-5); Pat
Klett (UW-L) d. Sean Kangraga, 6-4, 6-4;
Tom Dubinski (UW-L) d. Jeff Fedor, 6-0,
4-6, 6-2; Brendan Cotter (UW-L) d. Josh
Schommer, 6-1, 6-1.

Doubles
Lipinski-Stingley (WSU) d. Weber-Jay
Schneider, 8-4; Dubinski-Grubb (UW-L)
d. Kangraga-Fedor, 9-8 (7-2); Klett-Bover
(UW-L) d. Chad Fellows-Schommer, 8-5.

Continued from Page 7
Augustana 6, Winona State 3
Singles
Lipinski (WSU) d. Jason Kimer, 6-4,
6-0; Logan Wang (Aug.) d. Stingley, 6-3,
6-1; Justin Mootz (Aug) d. Kangraga, 6-0,
7-5; Fedor (WSU) d. Jerrod Kruse, 6-1, 63; Eric Wang (Aug.) d. Schommer, 3-6, 62, 6-3; Aaron Weippert (Aug.) d. Jason
Duncan, 6-1, 6-0.

Doubles
Kimer-L. Wang (Aug.) d. LipinskiStingley, 9-7; Kangrage-Fedor (WSU)
d. Mootz-Kruse, 8-6; E. Wang-Franz
Huss (Aug.) d. Schommer-Matt
Bjurquist, 8-2.
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WSU women roll
past UM-Morris
MORRIS, Minn. — The
Winona State University
women's tennis team had no
problem gaining its eighth victory of the season as it defeated
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference foes the University
of Minnesota-Morris 9-0
Monday.
Kelly Schenck helped set
the tone for the Warriors as she
swept Katie Forbes 6-0 and 6-0
at No. 1 singles.
Joanne
LaShomb,
Jill
Leenderts, Beth Voels, Carin
Titze and Missy Harter also
each managed singles victories
for WSU.
LaShomb and Leenderts,
Harter and Schneck and Titze
and Voels then teamed up for

doubles victories.
The Warriors have 13 days
of before returning to action on
April 25 when they travel to St.
Cloud to take on St. Cloud
State in a nonconference
match.
Winona State 9, UM-Morris 0
Singles
Kely Schenck (WSU d. Katie
Forbes, 6-0, 6-0; Joanne LaShomb
(WSU) d. Bronwyn Gamble, 6-3, 6-0;
Jill Leenderts (WSU) d. Nicole Statz, 61, 6-1; Beth Voels (WSU) d. Robynne
Curlee, 6-3, 6-0; Carin Titze (WSU) d.
Jenny Holmlund, 6-1, 6-0; Missy Harter
(WSU) d. Kelly Gorres, 6-4, 6-0.
Doubles
LaShomb-Leenderts (WSU) d.
Forbes-Statz, 8-1; Harter-Schenck
(WSU) d. Gamble-Curlee, 8-0; TitzeVoels (WSU) d. Girres-Erin Lawinger,
8-3.

listen up class of 2000!

someone's gotta win an incredible trip for ten to

and it might as well be you!
You've been waiting to go somewhere else!
Now you can!!!!

graduation countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers
nd a whole lot more

w.eGrad2000.com
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europe

enter to win a vacation for ten to

including hotel, airfare, eurail
pass, digital camera and more!

452-2328

0

The right start in the real world

OJOBTRAItconti
"The hest site for students &
grads looking for their first job."
- Forbes Magazine

April
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Jim Sewastynowicz/WINONAN

Winona State University's Kyle Simon strides home in the third inning of Thursday's nonconference game
with Saint Mary's University. Simon scored two runs for WSU as it defeated the Cardinals 5-4.

arnors edge cross-town rivals
■

In a game that saw nine errors and
seven unearned runs, the Winona State
University baseball team managed to
edge cross-town rivals Saint Mary's
University 5-4 at Max Molock Field
Thursday.
The Warriors took a 2-0 lead in the
second inning as a SMU throwing error
with two outs led to a pair of runs.
From that point on WSU never looked
back adding runs in the third, fourth and
fifth innings and holding off a Cardinal
rally for the win.
Kyle Simon led the Warrior offense
with a pair of doubles and two runs

Continued from Page 7

.

■

scored. Luke Short added a pair of singles, a run scored and an RBI, while Mike
Van Eperen contributed a 2-for-3 performance.
John Spaeth pitched five strong
innings to collect his second win of the
season.
He allowed two runs — none earned
— while walking one and striking out
four.
Josh Loewen then tossed two innings
of two-hit, two strikeout relief before
turning the game over to WSU closer Mat
O'Brien in the eight.
O'Brien worked out cf jams in both

the eighth and ninth innings to notch his
fifth save of the season.
In his two innings O'Brien allowed
two hits and struck out one, while also
hitting one batter.
Jason Judge and David McMahon
paced the Cardinals' offensive attack as
each had two hits.
Judge also added a run scored and an
RBI, while Brad Huegel contributed a
pair of runs scored.
Andy Ebert took the loss for SMU as
he allowed all five Warrior runs — three
earned — in five innings of work. He
also walked one and struck out four.

run was Matt Kline who was 0for-3.
The Warriors' impressive
offensive display also led to several records being broken.
WSU established new team
bests in the categories of largest
margin of victory (27 runs) and
RBIs in a single game (28), while
junior first baseman Travis Zick
tied the school record for runs
scored in a single game with five.
Zick managed to score those
five runs as he hit for the cycle to
lead the WSU offense with four
hits in four at-bats.
He tripled and scored in the
bottom of the first, walked and
scored and doubled and scored in
the second, connected on a grand
slam home run in the third and
singled and scored in the fifth
before being replaced in the sixth.
Nolan Gilbertson, Mike Van
Eperen and Short also added to
the WSU barrage as each homered, while Short added a triple
and Van Eperen, Nick Altavilla
and Scott Pitzenberger contributed doubles.
The Warriors finished with an
astonishing 10 extra base hits.
UM-M had two extra base hits —
both doubles.
Warriors 14, Wolves 1

WSU may have had a little
less than 18 hours to enjoy its
record-breaking performance
when it took the field for
Sunday's first game with
Northern State.
But instead of just going
through the motions, the Warriors
again put together a record-shattering performance against the
Wolves.
Jeff Dobbertin, Travis Welch,
Zick, Short and Simon each managed to hit triples to help break
the WSU team record for triples
in a single game. The record,
until Sunday, had stood at three.
"(Saturday) was the turning
point for the offense," said Grob.
"We had three triples (on
Saturday) and then we had five
(on Sunday). I am really pleased

with the outcome of the weekend."
Derek Johnson threw 95
pitches — 69 for strikes — in a
complete game effort on the
mound for WSU.
He also allowed only one run,
coming on a Corey Ritter fourth
inning home run, while walking
one and striking out a seasonhigh eight batters.
"Derek pitched an excellent
game," said Grob. "He was never
in any real trouble."
Warriors 3, Wolves 2

After posting 45 runs in its
past two games the WSU offense
was bound to eventually slow
down, and in the series-closing
game the Warriors offense ran
into the Wolves best pitcher, Jake
Foslien.
And for the better part of the
first six innings Foslien had the
Warriors' number.
He scattered six hits and two
runs over the first six innings, but
it wasn't enough to propel NSU
to a win.
After building a 2-0 lead after
three innings the Wolves (0-4
NSIC, 1-26 overall) fell apart as
WSU managed single runs in the
fourth and fifth innings.
Then Short completed the
meltdown in the bottom of the
seventh as he hit an RBI single to
the right field gap that scored
Mueske for the game-winning
run.
Mueske had singled to lead
off the seventh and had advanced
to second on Simon's sacrifice
bunt.
"(NSU) threw their best pitcher in the second game," said
Grob. "But we stayed with our
game plan and waited for our
opportunity to come. We didn't
panic we just stayed at it and got
one here and one there."
The Warriors return to NSIC
play when they host Bemidji
State at 1:30 p.m. Friday and the
University of Minnesota-Duluth
at noon Saturday.

Sunday April 16th
7:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
at the Eagles Club
210 East 4th St. Winona

Tickets will be sold in the court
yard or lower hyphen this week, or
call Nancy at 452-7939
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Green contols his own destiny
Asso a ed P es

raw quarterback, a rookie, really, but
lost last year in his brief stints during the
he's placing the enormous expectation of exhibition season or garbage time.
EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn. — Now a championship run on him.
But Green won't even allow for the
Dennis Green has no excuses and nobody
Nothing else is acceptable.
growing pains that inevitably are a part
else to blame if the Minnesota Vikings
And it shouldn't be for management, of a quarterback's indoctrination into the
fail to deliver on his promise to win the either.
NFL.
Super Bowl this season.
Culpepper might very well end up
"We expect to win the Super Bowl,"
After purging his coaching staff and being the albatross around Green's neck.
said Green. "We're in the business of tryhis roster this offseason, Green has cast
For, if the Vikings fail to win it all ing to win. That's why we drafted Daunte
his lot with Daunte Culpepper, the pro- behind Culpepper, a weakened offensive
Culpepper and that's why we're starting
ject quarterback he astonishingly drafted line and a dismal defense, owner Red him now."
ahead of Jevon Kearse a year ago shortly McCombs should fire Green.
Green said he knows fans are flabberafter getting full control of the team.
He's had his chances, and blew his gasted.
Green was stung by criticism that he best opportunity in 1998 when the
After all, he did offer the starting job
goofed up last year by neglecting mon- Vikings lost to Atlanta at home in the
back to Cunningham, who refused a masstrous holes on defense in the draft and NFC championship as a heavy favorite.
sive pay cut, and Dan Marino, who
free agency, especially when Kearse, a Then, Green made a serious of dubi- retired instead.
defensive end, led Tennessee to the ous decisions that splintered the locker
Then, he declared Culpepper the man
Super Bowl. room, such as refusing to renegotiate and turned right around and offered the
So, by signing Bubby Brister as a Randall McDaniel's contract.
starting job again to George, who took
backup Wednesday night, Green told Jeff
Green was always touted as a master too long mulling a one-year, $500,000
George to take a hike.
motivator, a guy for whom players loved offer with a chance to triple that with
George was widely credited, and to compete. But those credentials were performance bonuses.
rightfully so, with saving Green's hide diluted when he became part of manageSo, he offered the backup job to Rick
and the Vikings' season by going 9-3 in ment and could no longer sell the "Us
Mirer, who declined, leaving Brister as
relief of Randall Cunningham. Against Them" mantra to his troops.
Culpepper's mentor.
But Green wasn't grateful.
Green now gets his chance to prove,
"Most people had their doubts about
Instead, he was intent on showing the as he insisted last year while George was
Brad Johnson. Most people had their
world he didn't error in taking Culpepper salvaging the season, that it's his system doubts about Randall Cunningham and
with the 1 1 th pick, which led to his and not his quarterback that succeeds.
most people had their doubts about Jeff
calamitous pick of Dimitrius Underwood
"All of the quarterbacks who have George," said Green.
later in the first round. Underwood went played for us have done well," said
"They got used to the idea of Jeff
AWOL and was cut.
Green, going right down the list: Rich George. They'll get used to the idea of
The only way to save face was by get- Gannon, Sean Salisbury, Jim McMahon,
Daunte Culpepper," added Green.
ting Culpepper under center ASAP.
Warren
Moon,
Brad
Johnson, "Remember, this is what we do for a livSo, now he's got his man, his eighth Cunningham, George.
ing."
quarterback in eight seasons.
Green is the only one inside or outside
But it might not be after next season,
Green and Culpepper are joined at the the Vikings organization who believes if Culpepper fails to live up to these
hip. Not only is Green going with the it's time to start Culpepper, who looked enormous expectations.

The Winonan is looking for sports writers.
If you are a Winona State University
student and are interested in writing
for the Winonan for the remainder
of this year or for the 2000-2001 school year,
stop in The Winonan and fill out an application
or contact sports editor Mike Kaebisch
at 457-5520 for more information.
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Chmura arrested for
alleged sexual assault
Associated Press

$10,0(X) fine.
A search warrant filed in
HARTLAND, Wis. — NFL Waukesha County Circuit Court
star Mark Chmura was arrested said the 17/car-old girl told

Monday after his 17-year-old police Chmura led her into a
baby sitter accused him of sexu- bathroom at Ciessert's house
ally assaulting her in a bathroom early Sunday, locked the door,
during a party at which they removed her jeans and underplayed a drinking, game togeth- wear and had sexual intercourse
er. with her.

Robert Gessert, a friend of
Police
Chief
Morton
the Green Bay Packers tight lietzneeker said 15 to 20 people
end, also was arrested. An 18- were at Gessert's home, many
year-old woman accused him of of them juveniles_ The 17-yearsexually assaulting her in a hot old girl told police they were
tub at Gessert's home at the playing a drinking game and
party after a prom, according to Gessert gave her a drink with
court records.
vodka. She told police she

Chmura appeared in court in became drunk, the warrant said
an orange jumpsuit with his
Chmura was arrested and
hands bound in chains. Chrnura handcuffed early Monday at his
and Gessert were released on home, where his wife was pre$5,000 hail and are due in court sent, Henecker said.
May 15.
Later in the day, Chmura
C:hmura, 31, and Dessert, 42, friend John Drana answered the

were not formally charged, but door at the player's home and

Court Commissioner Martin said Chmura would have no
Binn found probable cause that comment.
a crime had been committed
Third-degree sexual assault
"We'll continue reviewing involves sexual intercourse with
the case. We'll need to gather someone without their consent,
more information," said according to Wisconsin law.
Waukesha County District
First- and second-degree
Attorney Paul Bucher.
sexual assault include having
Police are recommending a sexual intercourse with somecharge of third-degree sexual one without their consent and

assault, a felony punishable by using or threatening to use
up to 10 years in prison and a force.

U PACPRESENTS:

Saturday, April 29, 2000
MCCown Fieldhouse
$15 tickets in advance
$20 day of show (if available)
Opening Act: Tracy Bonham
7:30 p.m.

italApril 20, 2000
Saturday May 6, Indoor Climbing wall adventure

7:30 p.m.
PAC Mainstage
Admission: FREE!

Caving Adventure
Bicycling the Trempealeau Wildlife Refuge
Bird watching at Prairie Island

The Graduating
Seniors are:
Kelly fiefs
•
jenny Caciwell
ose Quiroz-Ziebart
Kate Fullmer

Sunday May 7, GRAND FINALE! Mini Eco- Challenge Race
(up to 25 teams of 3)
Start at Lake Lodge. Rollerblade around Lake
Winona, run to Holzinger's Lodge, hike a bluff loop, bike the trails
and roads back to the lake, canoe both lakes, jump out of the canoe
and run across the finish line!
Award Ceremony at 4:30 p.m.,
"Prizes to be raffled!"
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Tuesday- , April 18 th
(ASSES SMENT' DAY)
(C.:t.mo halve some

WHA T:
A pres.eritettion. from 1 - 1 :30 PM
"I-Tow to Choose cz Major" - Pat No Zan
A presentation from 1:45 - 2:45 PM
Advisirig .S.es.sicor-t/Gerwrct1 Irtfor-matiort
with Wayrte Wicicct c3r. Tom 'Storm
A pres..erxta_tiori from 3 - 3:30 PM
"Transfer Students" - Dr_ Karen ..1401-2.7-1..sort
Open House from 3:30 - 4:00 P

WHERE :

o Ary e 1 1 135
Ca.11 'Torn at 4 S7 56230 or stop by
-

-

Stuclerut Support Services in. Howe ZZ 1 33
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Give and take
Editorial columnist learns, shares lesson
uring my spring break
I met another sector
JON
D of our "community of
learners dedicated to improvPIKE
ing our world."
Watlow Controls is providing some of its employees a
Editorial
chance to earn associate's
Columnist
degrees with the help of folks
here at Winona State
University.
Dr. Karen Johnson from student support services asked me to
address this group. Her reasoning was that as an "adult learner" I
would have knowledge to pass on to other, "adult learners." (Don't
you just love euphemisms for "old")?. I took advantage of this
opportunity for two reasons: (1) I'm a genuine loving human being
who likes to help people; and (2) I'm planning on becoming a professor and I take every opportunity I can get to speak in front of a
class.
Before I spoke Johnson reminded the class of things she taught
them concerning "critical thinking." Critical thinking has become
an academic buzzword. It means learning to examine problems
from a unique perspective.
I began by telling the class of my own adventures in "critical
thinking." When I decided to come back to school, I still had the
mind set that has become ingrained within us from our culture. I'm
talking about becoming independent and doing things on your own.
Let's face it: we all have been taught to value the loner who does
things their own way.
Frankly, if I had stayed on that path I sincerely doubt I would
have survived one month, let alone a semester, at WSU. My misadventures of tackling registration on my own just about did me in.
The "critical thinking" that emerged from all of this was that it's
not only okay to be dependent on others, it's absolutely necessary
at times. This is a hard lesson to learn, and I'm convinced it takes a
lot of courage to do. It's not easy to admit there are people who
know more than you. Thus they may be in a position to help you.
The greatest lesson I have learned at Winona State is there are people who can and will help you because it's there job and that they
like helping you.
This may be why some people get involved in education in the
first place. Go figure.
The valuable bit of advice I was able to pass along to the folks
at Watlow and anyone else who wants to read my column is this:
Don't do it alone, don't keep a stiff upper lip and do throw your
hands up in the air and find the person who can help you. That person may be a professor, family member or a friend. They may even
be the lovely folks at Student Support Services. (All kidding aside,
they do great things at that office and don't get nearly enough credit.) The whole point is to learn from them and let them learn from
you.
Isn't that what being a "community of learners" is all about?
This is looking suspiciously like the end of another column so...
keep watching this space.

Jon Pike is an editorial columnist for the Winonan and can be
reached via campus e-mail at jpike4282.

Random thoughts

T

t's times like these when
you can't think of anything
to write about that you just
TIM
feel like putting whatever you
can on paper. I will admit this
MILLER
is the best thing about being an
columnist. My editor lets me
Editorial
choose my own topics provided as they're coherent, but this Columnist
writer has had a long week and
can't think of anything concrete. Of course everybody has their own opinion on everything.
But, sometimes it's tough to explain it in 500 words or more. So
this week, I'm going to step out of character and give you some
random thoughts. Take them as you will.
1) I know I've defended him in the past, but I must admit I'm
getting tired of Jesse Ventura, or as one St. Paul writer calls him,
Governor Turnbuckle. The light rail system isn't needed in the
Twin Cities. Most people have thier own schedules and like the
idea of coming and going when they please. The only individuals
who'll use it are those who currently ride buses to work. And from
the way it sounds, the current system seems to be working just fine.
I also don't see any reason to have a "unicameral" legislature. It
might be easier for our governor to work with, but it'll simply give
those who are in the unicameral legislature too much power. If the
issue goes to the voters of Minnesota, it won't happen. Not because
people don't believe it will work, but it'll get turned down because
the people think our governor is foolish.
2) As I sit here and type this, Minnesota's beloved baseball team,
the Twins, have just smacked three home runs on three straight
pitches. Eric Milton also hasn't given up a hit after five innings. I
don't care what the people say. Baseball is a great game.
3) On another sporting note, Vikings coach Denny Green needs
to hit the road. Enough said.
4) Is the story with Elian Gonzalez ever going to end? They are
constantly pushing the issue farther and farther back. I wrote about
this issue in January, and it still hasn't been solved. My stance hasn't changed. Parents have the first rights to their children. How
many American dollars have been spent on this 6-year-old illegal
immigrant? I don't think I want to know the answer.
5) The more I think about it, the more I believe "American
Beauty" is the best movie I've ever seen. (Although "Pulp Fiction"
is a very close second.) It's both dramatic and funny. The acting
is fabulous, and it's still making me think. Those are the four
ingredients that separate a good movie from a great movie. If you
haven't seen it, I suggest you do.
6) Winona is a pretty city, the school isn't bad and the people
seem friendly. I just wish they'd learn how to drive.
7) A professor in a class of mine brought this up, but it's still
worth pondering: What's the deal with light beer? Is it supposed
to get you less drunk? I don't think so.
I hope this semester is going well for all of you. Good luck with
the last month of school. I promise I'll come up with something
more coherent next week. Thanks for. reading.

Tim Miller is an editorial columnist for the Winonan and can be
reached via campus e-mail at tmiller2984.
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Cartoon courtesy of Marc Reibold, an English master's student at University of North Carolina-Charlotte. He is the
editorial cartoonist for the University Times.

Letters to the Editor
What the 'Buck'
happened?
Dear Editor,
A great injustice has been
done, to the members of the
human race. A travesty to
mankind, if you will. On the
night of the NCAA Mens
Basketball Championship,
ESPN was hosting its annual
"Battle of the Mascots." The
most electrifying mascot in
today's sport entertainment is
Buckingham U. Badger (know
to the lay person as "Bucky")
was in the championship round
facing the Nittany Lion from
Penn State University. This
matchup was the closest in the
challenge, but what I am concemed with is the outcome.
With no margin of error, and
one tenth of a point mysteriously missing, Bucky Badger lost
to the Nittany Lion, 50 percent
to 49.9 percent What has happened in today's society?
Back in the day, a presidential race was considered too
close to call, or a draw if the difference between the two was
less than 5 percent.
Out of 56,763 votes tabulated, Bucky received 28,325
votes. The lion got 56 more
votes.
What is up with that? Where
in America would a Nittany
Lion get more votes than a
Badger? Badgers ... Badgers ...
We ALL need stinking Badgers!
Where was the margin of
error? Certainly there has to be
a margin, maybe a percent or
two. Could someone from the
Winonan or ESPN please tell
me where the one-tenth of a percent went? Did they decide to
hide it in a closet, or sweep it

under the rug? Can they explain
that? Or will they do just what
the American government did
back in the early 1940s in
Roswell, and say the extra onetenth of a percent "doesn't
exist."
This could develop into the
worst disaster the world has
ever seen: even bigger than
President Clinton being elected
to office. Can anyone honestly
say the Nittany Lion from Penn
State University is better than
Goldie the Gopher from
Minnesota, Otto the Orange
from Syracuse or the Stanford
Tree, let alone Bucky Badger?
Sure the lion has been around
for 46 more years than Bucky,
but can anyone honestly tell a
friend what the lion looks like,
what color the costume is and if
he really can get a crowd
going? I think not.
How are people supposed to
vote for Bucky when he was
said to be from "University of
Washington." If you ask me,
this was as bad a setup to frame
Bucky as Mark Fuhrman was to
O.J. Simpson.
Bucky Badger is a symbol of
prestige, honor and valor and
should be treated with the
utmost respect and dignity. If
the "battle" was based on loyalty and pride, the Badger is most
definitely the victor here, but
apparently the ESPN channel
has no morals.
Bucky you still have my
respect, and the respect of all
NORMAL people of America
and the rest of the world.
Mark Westpfahl
Onalaska, Wis.

Student finds holes
in Miller's column
Dear Editor,
While I determined, after a
1997 paper when the subject was
last raised in Congress, to avoid
this topic, there are just too
many arguments here. I am
again defending the Bill of
Rights against the opinion of 60some senators.
The potential ramifications of
modifying the First Amendment
warrant thesis study, not a letterto-the-editor overview. However
I will give this my best shot. The
most predominant issues concerning the proposed
Constitutional amendment are
concerning the definitions of
"flag" and "desecration," as well
as the potential door-opening of
the proposal.
Tim Miller argued in his
April 5 column, foremost, that
flag burning is offensive to our
nation's veterans and citizens,
likening the issue to "fighting
words."
Mr. Miller explains fighting
words to be "words that have a
tendency to directly cause acts
of violence by the individuals to
whom they are addressed."
In the case of flag burners,
the body being addressed by the
act is hardly a veteran's home.
The most significant recent case
was the 1989 case of Texas vs.
Johnson in which Johnson
burned a flag outside of the
Republican Party headquarters.
This action was not to provoke a fight but to make a political statement. If Mr. Miller's
logic that any word that may
cause an unpleasant reaction
should be outlawed, perhaps we
should legislate ignorance and

driving below the speed limit,
both of which create more tension in the everyday world than
flag burning does.
Likewise perhaps my letter
should be illegal because my
defense of the issue could provoke veterans and other
American citizens. Is not any
support toward flag burning an
insult to those who fought for
our "freedom" (for example in
the War of Mexico, Vietnam
Conflict, Korean Conflict, Gulf
Conflict, etc.)? What about
civilians wearing military greens
and camouflages?
Surely this too is an insult to
the elite body. Our laws are not
founded along lines of personal
offense; if they were the
Constitution certainly would not
treat us to such rights as guns,
search warrants and universal
adult suffrage. These issues pertain to individual, civil rights,
not to personal preferences.
Mr. Miller argues that since "I
don't ever plan on burning the
flag," and there are other forms
of protest, flag burning should be
banned. "I think I am an openminded person," he says, as long
as other people act as he would.
Second, to quote the no. 1
rated television show among college-aged audiences, "The
Simpsons," passing a flag burring amendment "will open the
door for all sorts of other crazy
laws." Once the First
Amendment has been shaved, it
is ripe for further tuning/restrictions.
As "Simpsons" character
Helen Lovejoy would say,
"Won't somebody please think
of the children."
Loren Green
junior/English
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THROUGH THE SHUTTER
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Left: Maintenance of the
equipment is a high priority for the crew. Even
bad weather must be tolerated. Hoses must be
tested once a year. To do
this the firefighters put
200 pounds of pressure
through the hoses for
five minutes to check for
leaks.
Testing of the hoses is
done on the street. The
hoses have to be held
down during the testing
so they don't get out of
control.

Below: Another aspect of
the vehicle extraction
demonstration is how to
cut out a windshield to
get to the victims. The
firefighters also showed
how to remove the roof
of the car, the side and
rear windows and to use
a tool called a ram to
move the steering column away from a person
in the driver's seat.

1

Full-time firefighting
Photos and text by: Jim Sewastynowicz

ost people know what firefighters do when they are
responding to a call, but not many know what happens
while they are at the station. After spending a day and a
half with the Winona Fire Department, it is apparent they do more
than sit around waiting for calls.
All the full-time firefighters must earn and maintain Emergency
Medical Technician certification. They also train in a variety of
areas, including high rise rescue, cold water rescue and hazardous
waste containment.
In addition to training, the firefighters have to maintain the
equipment and station house, as well as participate in public service activities. The firefighters put on a pre-prom auto extraction
demonstration at the local high schools. They also present a similar demonstration to EMT classes, in which students learn how to
use the necessary tools.
The training is for one purpose: To be able to save people when
the time comes. When a call does come in, the crew is on the truck
and out of the station within minutes.
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Left: Once the equipment has passed the
testing it has to be
repacked and set
back on the trucks.
Along with the equipment, the firefighters
do the majority of the
work on the trucks.
Also, most of the
building maintenance
is done by the firefighters, unless there
is a major problem.

Right: Most importantly, they are firefighters and first
responders.
When a call comes
in they need to be
on the trucks on the
way to the scene
within minutes.

The firefighters demonstrate vehicle extractions for EMT classes. This provides the
students a chance to use the tools involved, such as the separator being,used to
pry the door of a car open.

